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Words on Warfare from Christian

Nubia

Alexandros Tsakos, University of Bergen

This article is an attempt to assemble the vocabulary related to war found

in Nubian written sources (primarily manuscripts) and discuss the insights it
o�ers about warfare in Christian Nubia. All four languages used in medieval

Nubia are examined, but the focus is on Old Nubian. Saint Epimachos, Saint
Mercurios, Saint George, and the Archangel Michael are the personae around
which pivot the narratives that o�er insights into weapons, o�ces, and practices
in the otherwise very scarcely documented military of Christian Nubia.

Christian Nubia, Makuria, Old Nubian, Greek, Coptic, Weapons", Military

O�ces, Military Saints, Eparch, General, Admiral, Esquire

The purpose of this paper is to present textual evidence from Christian Nubia
relating to issues of warfare, weaponry, and military functions. This evidence will
be gleaned mainly from manuscripts, and secondarily from monumental
epigraphy. From the four languages used in Christian Nubia, the present study

will focus primarily on Old Nubian and partly on Greek, while occasionally
evidence from sources in Arabic and Coptic will also be used. Although the
material is not particularly rich, it may add to and/or nuance the picture of
warfare in Nubia during the medieval era (ca. 5th to 15th centuries), which
otherwise lacks a systematic study.
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Moreover, evidence of warfare in the archaeological record from Nubia is scarce.
One of the major reasons is the abandonment of the ancient custom of
accompanying the dead with tomb furnishings already from the very beginnings

of the Christian era in Nubia,  whereas it was precisely tombs that provided the
richest material evidence for warfare in terms of weaponry, as can be seen in A-
Group,  Kerma,  Napatan,  Meroitic,  and post-Meroitic burials.  Wars were,
however, far from absent from Christian Nubia.

Warfare in Nubia is marked on the landscape by the numerous castles and forts
of the Middle Nile region,  although their function was also as sites of power,
sights of might, centers of authority ; it was witnessed by the historians who

recorded the frequent wars between Christian Nubia and the Caliphate ; it is
related with slavery and slaving expeditions that have impregnated the image of
the past in Sudan from prehistory until modernity ; it was recorded implicitly
on the walls of the Nubian churches, where military saints, most often on
horseback, parade as martyrs of the Christian faith and as guarantors of the

security, longevity and prosperity of the Makuritan realm.

These military saints will set o� the presentation of the textual evidence on
warfare in Old Nubian,  because there has also been preserved textual evidence
of their cult, in the form of both shorter texts (dedications, prayers) and longer
hagiographic works,  as well as legal documents. From the sancti�ed humans
that populated the celestial army, we will then move to the archistratēgos of the

heavens, the archangel Michael, whose cult in Nubia has produced texts that
o�er important insights into the military organization of the Makuritan state.
Finally, a question about the possibility of discerning evidence of Makuritan
naval forces in our epigraphic material will conclude this modest contribution on
warfare in Christian Nubia.

One of the most impressive documents of legal practice from Christian Nubia is a
Royal Proclamation found at Qasr Ibrim (P.QI 3 30) and dated to the 23rd of
August 1155.  Through this legal act, king Moses George proclaims the rights
and privileges of the church of Saint Epimachos at Ibrim West.  The king
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threatens anyone who “speaks against and denies my statement” (P.QI 3 30, l. 30)
that Epimachos will “stab him with his spear” (ll. 30-1). The action is described

by the verb ϣⲁⲅ and the weapon by the noun ϣⲓⲅ�, but whether the latter refers
to the “spear” indeed and not to any other weapon is uncertain. Without parallel
texts in other languages, it is di�cult to con�rm the de�nitions in OND, which
seem to try to conform with the fact that the spear was the diagnostic
iconographic attribute of Epimachos in Nubian iconography (see below). There is

moreover another word in the OND for “spear” or “lance,” i.e. ϣⲁ, which possibly
has a related root, but again it does not necessarily mean “spear.” Finally, it
should be noted that an Old Nubian term for “ruler” is ϣⲓⲕⲉⲣⲓ, and although in
the OND this is etymologically linked with a variant ϣⲏⲕⲕ of the term ϣⲁⲗ for
“administrative unit,” a verb ϣⲓⲕ, meaning “to rule” has recently been identi�ed
in P.QI 4 93.4 and P.QI 4 108.7. It is tempting to associate this verb with the noun

ϣⲓⲅ� and thus suggest that ϣⲓⲕⲉⲣⲓ was a military ruler, but for the time being this
hypothesis remains speculative.

In any case, the king’s threat to invoke Saint Epimachos is presented in the royal
proclamation from Qasr Ibrim as even more powerful than the King’s curse; a
heart attack; the sharing of Judas Iscariot’s faith; and the rejection of the
trespasser by the society. Again, after all these threats/curses, it is Epimachos

who is called upon “on the day of judgment” to “come great in battle against
him” (ll. 34-5). Here, the Old Nubian word for battle is used, i.e. ⲡ�ⲅ. There is also
attested a verb form ⲡ�ⲕ, i.e. “to �ght,” as well as a synonym ⲇⲓⳟⲉ (or ⲇⲓⳟⲁⲣ).
One instance of the use of the latter term in the Old Nubian corpus translates the
Greek participle πολεμουμένων, which derives from the term πόλεμος, i.e. “war.”
In Nobiin, the verb ⲇⲓⳟ also translates as “Krieg führen,”  and it is not

inconceivable that a derivative of the root ⲇⲓⳟ was also used to de�ne “war” or
“warfare.” A military victory can also be discerned behind the meaning of the
term ⲇⲓⳟⲁⲣⲧ, attested once in the OND translating the Greek word νῖκος.  In the
same semantic �eld as ⲇⲓⳟⲉ (or ⲇⲓⳟⲁⲣ), there is the verb ⲉⲥⲕ meaning “to
conquer,” which seems rather related with the ability to win rather with the

�ght necessary to mark a military victory. However, in one instance, the term is
directly linked with the quality of a weapon, namely a shield (about the Old
Nubian terms for this weapon, see below): P.QI 1 11.ii.2 ⲥⲟⲩⲇⲇⲟⲩ ⲙⲉⲇⲇ�ⲕⲧⲓⲛⲁ
ⲅⲟⲩⲉⲓⲟⲩ ⲉⲥⲕⲓϭⲣⲉⲛⲛ�, that can be translated as “the sta� which is the victorious
shield of readiness.”
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Conversely, the Greek term for “war,” i.e. πόλεμος, was surely known in Christian
Nubia, since it appears several times in the Septuagint and the New Testament. It
is important to note that the Greek term is also used in the Sahidic New

Testament, suggesting that it is not impossible that it had remained untranslated
in the Old Nubian version of the Bible too (for further evidence, see the section
on Saint George).

Moreover, the adjective πολέμιος for “enemy,” deriving from the noun “πόλεμος”
is attested in a prayer to Raphael from Banganarti, composed in “extremely
corrupted” Greek. In the same text, a participle “πολεμόντων” (sic) also
appears.  From the rich textual corpus recorded at the same site one can also

glean a couple of instances of the use of the Greek noun ἐχθρὸς, meaning
«enemy».  These instances seem to rather refer, however, to the devil and other
demonic forces as the par excellence enemies of the Christians.

The term πολέμιος – denoting real, earthly enemies – is read in the text on the
back of a small wooden plaque found at the late Christian settlement of Attiri,
where Saint Epimachos is called upon “to protect the roads from the enemies.” 

At the same time, there is also an Old Nubian term for “enemy,” i.e. ⲟⲩⲕⲕⲁⲧⲧ
stemming apparently from the verb ⲟⲩⲣ meaning “to oppress.”

The reference to “the roads” in the text of the Attiri plaque seems to invest
Epimachos with the role of the protector of the territory that the ruler and/or
the inhabitants of Attiri controlled. This role is con�rmed and expanded to the
entire Makuritan realm in the text of P.QI 3 30.26-7, where the king makes an

invocation “in order that Epimachos might arise, come and place the four
corners of the nation for care under my feet.”

Although there are several saints with the name Epimachos, it is generally
thought that the Nubian Epimachos is the same with Epimachus of Pelusium,
who was not initially a warrior-saint, but a weaver from Pelusium who martyred
for the Christian faith under Diocletian.  Perhaps through his association with
other martyrs under Diocletian, like Saint George, Epimachos became a warrior

saint in the belief system of the Christian Nubians; perhaps this was due to his
name, including the Greek word for battle, i.e. μάχη; or perhaps thanks to some
local miracle that was not preserved to us due to the loss of the relevant written
source. In any case, the cult of Epimachos was widespread at least in Lower Nubia
and in the later centuries of Christianity there (�rst half of the second
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millennium CE), as can also be seen from a fragment of a stela in Coptic,  two
fragmentarily preserved texts witnessing an Old Nubian version of his

Martyrdom,  as well as from two painted representations at Aballah-n Irqi and
Abu Oda, where the saint is spearing a fallen �gure, like in the plaque from
Attiri.

There were, however, other military saints who were at least equally venerated
in Christian Nubia as Saint Epimachos, and it seems that the idea of Epimachos
spearing the enemies is inherently linked with the function of such saints who
speared the adversary, in the form of a dragon, a pagan or an apostate,

symbolizing in general terms the evil itself.

The spearing of an adversary of the Christian faith is exempli�ed in the Acta of
Saint Mercurios.  Mercurios was a Roman soldier who martyred under Decius.
The locality of his martyrdom was near Caesarea in Cappadocia. Thence, he was
linked in one legend with Saint Basil of Caesarea. Basil was a contemporary of
Julian the Apostate and, according to a version of his Life, during Julian’s Persian
campaign, Basil was informed in a dream that Mercurios was chosen by the

Theotokos to kill the emperor. Basil rose and went to the martyrion of Mercurios,
but neither his body nor his weapons were there. Later on, the news of Julian’s
death reached him.

An exegesis for this miracle may be linked with the report by Ammianus
Marcellinus that Julian was killed by a lance “no one knows whence” (Res Gestae
XXV.3.6: incertum inde).  Obviously, this vagueness gave room to speculation for

divine intervention, while the reason that Mercurios was chosen may allegedly
be linked with the role of Basil and the geographical proximity of the martyrion
with Julian’s Persian campaign.

In any case, when the narrative about the assassination of Julian reached Egypt,
it was still linked with both the dream of Basil and the spear of Mercurios, but
rather seen as part of the History of the patriarchate of Athanasios, apparently in

order to invest the miracle with local references. An even further alienation from
the narrative in Basil’s Life is to be found in a Greek version of the Acta of Saint
Mercurios discovered at Qasr Ibrim. There, Basil has disappeared from the
miracle story, and the person who sees the dream is Pachomios. When this dream
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comes, the father of coenobitic monasticism is together with Athanasios, during
the exile of the latter in the second half of Julian’s reign, i.e. 362-3 CE. The

Theotokos has also disappeared from the narrative and it is now an angel of God
who reveals things to Pachomios. Whether this new narrative is a local, i.e.
Nubian, invention or an Egyptian contextualization of the legend around the
assassination of the Emperor Julian cannot be investigated in this context.

It can be mentioned, however, that while Mercurios is represented in Egyptian
iconography both as a holder of a spear,  and as Abu Sayfayn, i.e. the Father
with the two swords,  in Nubia he appears as the slayer of Julian with his spear

in all known mural representations, i.e. from Faras, Abdel Qadir and the Central
Church of Abdallah-n Irqi.  The mural from Faras is of special importance,
because it has been suggested that the story of Abu Sayfayn was already part of
the complete iconographical concept in that section of the cathedral (see below).
Thus, the iconography of Mercurios spearing Julian unites a type of weapon with

the miracle story of the saint and underlines the identi�cation of Mercurios with
the act of eliminating pagans and the threat of the old religion.

This identi�cation is relevant for the purpose of this paper, when one considers
that Mercurios was the name of a very important royal �gure in the history of
medieval Nubia: King Mercurios ruled during the turn from the 7th to the 8th
century and the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria calls him the New

Constantine, who “became by his beautiful conduct like one of the Disciples”.
Although this characterization has been linked with the annexation of Nobadia
by Makuria and the integration of the united kingdom in the hierarchy of the
Coptic Patriarchate of Alexandria, I have suggested that the name Mercurios
might have been given to him as indeed a New Constantine who turned away
from heathen practices the Nubian people remaining to be Christianized,

stamping out paganism like his name-sake saint speared the last pagan
emperor.  In sum, for Christians of the Nile Valley, the name Mercurios must
have sounded extremely heroic, belligerent and war-like.

Finally, there are three words that are attested in the Greek version of the Acta S.
Mercurii from Qasr Ibrim, which are of direct relevance for the present
investigation, namely:

- the noun πόλεμον for “war” commemorating the Persian campaign of Julian

and con�rming the knowledge that the Nubians must have had of this term.
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- the noun λόγχαριν for “spear” identifying the miraculous weapon of the martyr
in Greek. About the Old Nubian term, see discussion in previous section.

- the adjective στρατηλάτης for “general” referring to Mercurios and linking him
with the other famous “general” of the Christian faith, saint George.

Saint George is perhaps the most renowned military saint. He belongs to the

circle of Roman soldiers who martyred for the Christian faith under Diocletian,
but his fame far surpassed that of others, for reasons that also surpass the scope
of this article. His cult reached of course Christian Nubia too, as is witnessed by
fragments of both a Greek and an Old Nubian version of his Acta that have been
unearthed at Qasr Ibrim and Kulubnarti respectively.

The Old Nubian fragments of the Martyrdom of Saint George have been
reconstructed on the basis of the Greek editio princeps, but �nd also parallels in

witnesses in several other languages.  As to the Greek version, it exhibits a text
written in a Greek language characteristic of late Christian Nubia,  while its
content seems to be a combination of Greek and Coptic versions. This
observation led the editor of the Qasr Ibrim fragments to the hypothesis that the
text is either the result of a free choice from both sources or a Nubian edition of

an original narrative of the martyrdom antedating the Greek editio princeps.

In terms of vocabulary, the Martyrdom of Saint George o�ers interesting
attestations in both versions:

In the Greek one, the term κομητοῦρα,  a Latin loan-word also attested in the
editio princeps, is worthwhile to comment upon, because it con�rms the
acquaintance of Nubians with Latin military jargon, most probably as a result of
an in�ux of Latin terms in medieval Greek. Moreover, it is interesting that Roman
military correspondence has been unearthed at Qasr Ibrim,  the site of

provenance of the Greek version of the Nubian martyrdom of Saint George. The
in�uence of Roman military practices in the Middle Nile region has also been
marked on the ground through the apparent similarities between Roman forts
and those built in the Middle Nile region during Late Antiquity.

As far as the Old Nubian version of the Acta S. Georgii is concerned, the most
interesting term is ⲡⲁⲇⲁⳡⳝⲁⲣⲓ[ⲗⲅⲟⲩⲗ], which stands for the Greek term

σπαθάριος, or etymologically “those (soldiers) who carry sword,” combining the
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terms ⲡⲁⲇⲁⳡ for “sword” and ⳝⲁⲣ from ⲕⲁⲣⲣ for “to grasp, hold”.  The shift
from kappa to jima can be explained as progressive assimilation under in�uence

of the palatal nasal nia, while the phenomenon of the incorporation of a noun
into a verbal root complex is attested in Old Nubian.

This etymological analysis may be compromised by the existence of the Old
Nubian word ⲕⲁⲣ meaning “shield,” which could translate the term as “the
holder (sic) of the sword and the shield,” but without any morpheme explicating
the coining of the two terms, unless it can be found in the reconstructed part of
the manuscript. Moreover, the existence of a Greek Vorlage for the Acta S.

Georgii gives good ground for accepting the original etymological analysis, while
the term ⲕⲁⲣ is only attested in a passage of the Stauros-text, that the Coptic
parallel text does not preserve.

Finally, the analysis of ⲡⲁⲇⲁⳡⳝⲁⲣⲓ[ⲗⲅⲟⲩⲗ] as “those (soldiers) who carry sword”
opens the path for a new interpretation of another o�ce from the titulature
used in Christian Nubia, namely ⲅⲟⲩⲕⲁⲣⲕⲟⲗ.

This term is attested in P.QI 3 30.37 & 41 and seems to derive its etymology from

the word ⲅⲟⲩⲉⲓ for “shield” or “armor” more generally. The last element ⲕⲟⲗ
de�nes “the one who has,” forming a sort of a participle. And the remaining
three letters could again be interpreted either as ⲕⲁⲣ meaning “shield” or as
ⲕⲁⲣⲣ meaning “to grasp/hold”. In my opinion, it makes better sense to use the
latter etymology and to see ⲅⲟⲩⲕⲁⲣⲕⲟⲗ as a term de�ning the o�cer who is

wielding the shield.  For this etymology to work, one must account for the
dropping of the �nal glide, a phenomenon which is not unattested.

The relation of this o�ce with the “shield” brings to mind the Greek title
ὑπασπιστής, which means “the one who is under the shield” and derives from the
Macedonian military organization, where the hypaspistēs were a sort of
esquires.  The o�ce continued into the Byzantine period and, according to
Maspero the hypaspistēs were the guard of the duces in Egypt,  often composed

of mercenaries, also including “Ethiopians”, a term used for the peoples leaving
south of Egypt, but which remains vague whether it denoted in the medieval era
the Nubians or the inhabitants of modern-day Ethiopia or both.  The meaning
“guard” for hypaspistēs appears also in Byzantine sources of the 11th century,
while in later times the hypaspistēs were important individuals close to the ruler,

sort of retainers of the king. Interestingly, the most renowned chronicle of the
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Fall of Constantinople in 1453 was written by Georgios Frantzis who was – among
other things – the hypaspistēs of the last Byzantine Emperor, Constantine

Paleologos.

This interest lies with the fact that both instances of the term ⲅⲟⲩⲕⲁⲣⲕⲟⲗ in the
Old Nubian corpus derive from the royal proclamation from Qasr Ibrim,
examined in the section about Epimachos. Now, the �rst instance is only
preserved partially as ⲅⲟⲩⲕ ⲕ̀  ́and has been deciphered based on the second one,
although they apparently refer to di�erent persons, �rst to someone called
Papasa and then to someone called Ounta. The �rst one accumulates several

titles, mainly monastic, palatial, and bureaucratic; the second one is a scribe. It is
not improbable that such individuals in Christian Nubia may also have exercised
military functions, as the etymology based on ⲅⲟⲩⲉⲓ for “shield, armor” may
indicate and the history of the term hypaspistēs in Byzantine Egypt underlines,
but it is equally probable that the o�ce meant in Makuria the same as in the

later centuries in Byzantium, namely an esquire. At least this seems, in my
opinion, more �tting with Papasa and Ounta in the service of king Moses George.

In any case, a military aura of the Makuritan royal court is very plausible, given,
among other things, the certainly important role that the king played in warfare,
as is attested in the Arabic sources referring to Christian Nubia, where the king
always appears as the leader of the Nubian armies. We could look for example at

this same king Moses George who stamped with hot iron a cross on the hand of
the emissary of none less than Saladin, when he was asked to subdue and convert
to Islam ; or much earlier in the 8th century, when king Kyriakos invaded Egypt
and caused chaos there attempting to liberate the imprisoned patriarch
Michael ; or even in the heroic defense of Dongola in the 7th century by king
Qalidurut who signed the much-discussed baqt with Abdalla ibn Sa’d.  During

the siege, the world came to know the might of the Nubian archers who were
praised by the Arabic chroniclers and poets for centuries to come. The Old
Nubian word for bow is attested once in a passage translated from Greek Patristic
literature: ⲇⲁⲙⲁⲣ. Interestingly, in the OND, this term is linked etymologically
with the Dongolawi/Andaandi tungur, which has a striking phonetic similarity

with the Old Nubian toponym for the Makuritan capital, namely ⲧⲟⲩⲅⲅⲟⲩⲗ.
Although the term tungur for “bow” seems unrelated to the accepted
etymologies of ⲧⲟⲩⲅⲅⲟⲩⲗ,  it cannot be excluded that the inhabitants of Dongola
associated their city with the war technique that their ancestors became famous
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for, and they themselves surely still practiced. This is a line of thought that might
be worth investigating further in a future study.

Mercurios and George were sancti�ed and as stratēlates were posthumously
surely manning the celestial hosts in their perennial and eternal �ght against
evil, along with Epimachos and the other military saints of Nubia. In this

superhuman afterlife, the martyrs would thus be expected to join forces with the
archistratēgos of heavens, the leader of the angelic hosts, the archangel Michael.

Characteristically, the swords that Mercurios holds in his representations in
Coptic art as Abu Sayfayn are given to him by Michael as narrated in the
Encomium of Acacius, Bishop of Caesarea, on Mercurius the Martyr.  It seems that the
Nubians were aware of that story and while preserving the spear as weapon of
the mounted Saint Mercurios in the cathedral of Faras, they represented on the

adjoining wall Michael o�ering the sword to the saint.

The archangel Michael is the most venerated celestial being in the Christian
pantheon of medieval Nubia with innumerable sources dedicated to his cult.
One of the most popular aspects of the archangel’s cult is an apocryphal work
called “The Book of the Investiture of the Archangel Michael,” which describes –
among other things – the fall of Mastema (i.e. the devil) from Heaven due to his

objection to venerate Adam as an image of God and his replacement by Michael
who thence becomes protector of the humans and leader/archistratēgos of the
angelic hosts.

A lot has been written about the importance of this work in Nubia.  One
important element in the discussion is the coincidence that the focal passage of
the entire work – the scene of the Investiture of Michael – is the only thing
narrated in the two versions fragmentarily preserved in two Nubian

manuscripts: one in Greek from Serra East and one in Old Nubian from Qasr
Ibrim.  Among other insights that this coincidence o�ers, there is one that
obtains a special importance in the context of the present paper, namely that the
word that translates the Greek term ἀρχιστράτηγος in Old Nubian is ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ, which
is most probably the term used to de�ne an Eparch of the Makuritan kingdom,

3. The ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ of Heavens and the Archistratēgos of
the Makuritan King
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more often than not (but not exclusively) linked with the Late Antique kingdom
of Nobadia controlling between the 4th-5th and the 6th-7th centuries Lower

Nubia.

There are, however, more Eparchs attested in the Nubian sources than just the
Eparch of Nobadia. Whether all Eparchs were Songoj or whether all Eparchs had
(also) a military function, it is impossible to ascertain. The Eparch of Nobadia
though (the Migin Songoj of the Nubian texts) seems to be the same term as the
“Lord of the Mountain,” which is attested in Arabic sources and although
apparently linked with economic activities (an idea based on the nature of the

documents in which the title appears) he was also understood as a military
o�cer and also called “Lord of the Horses.”  Su�ce to be reminded here that
military saints in Nubia were mostly depicted on horseback.

One more detail from the �eld of Nubian iconography: a mural from Faras
housed at the National Museum of Warsaw represents an unnamed Eparch who
holds a bow,  perhaps the weapon par excellence of Nubians, as we mentioned

in the reference to the successful defense of Dongola against the invading Islamic
army in the 7th century. Admittedly, this is not the only representation of an
Eparch from Christian Nubia, but the sole iconographic witness of the links
between the Eparch and warfare.

So, although the title of the Eparch may have been used for a variety of functions
in the Makuritan state, the military one should not be doubted based on the

translation of ἀρχιστράτηγος as ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ in the Book of the Investiture of the
Archangel Michael. All this is of course the result of the identi�cation of the
titles Eparch and ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ. This identi�cation is quite certain for some contexts, but
during the centuries (at least six) that it was in use the terms may have shifted
semantic �elds. So, it is plausible that the term ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ translating the Greek
ἀρχιστράτηγος was a military o�ce that supplemented the civil functions of the

Eparch, an o�ce for which the Old Nubian term is unknown – if it ever existed.
On the same token, one may be reminded of the existence of the o�ces of peseto
and pelmos in Meroitic Lower Nubia, the former having civil functions and the
latter military ones.

Leaving aside this necessary and eventually inevitable nuancing for a di�erent
venue, it may be concluded in the context of the present paper that the
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Songoj/Eparch was (also) the archistratēgos of the Makuritan king, a sort of a
præfectus prætorio or ἔπαρχος στρατευμάτων.

Hence, a complementary working hypothesis can be advanced. In the Greek

version of the Book of the Investiture of the Archangel Michael, we get a detailed
description of the celestial ceremony of investiture, where Michael is receiving
the garments of his new function, the uniform of the archistratēgos. In the �rst
instance that the military character of the archangel’s dress is mentioned, the
garments are called στρατοπεδαρχίας ἀμφιάσματα, “the clothes of the chief of the
military encampment.” The Old Nubian text prefers again to state that Michael

was dressed in the garment of the o�ce of the ⲥⲟⳟⲟⳝ. So, it seems that for the
Makuritans the Songoj was an army general presiding over an encampment. Was
this encampment permanent? Or did the role apply to the leadership of a special
type of unit stationed at a given locality? And to what degree such
στρατοπεδαρχίαι re�ect the local authority that eventually the various Eparchs

attested in our sources had? These questions should remain open until new
discoveries and a more thorough study of the material takes place.

There is a last aspect that is worthwhile a comment in the framework of the
present paper. The dimensions of warfare discussed hereby all seem to refer to
land forces. However, the most characteristic element of the Nubian civilization
is its relation with the River Nile. Therefore, its navigation cannot have left
una�ected the military exploits of Christian Nubians. Actually, it has already

been suggested that the placement of the fortresses of Makuria along the banks
of the Nile necessitated the existence of a �eet which could transport the army
and vital provisions in case of a land attack from intruders, be they desert
marauders or the Egyptian army.  Unfortunately, there is very little in our
sources that gives information about the naval forces of the Makuritans.

Moreover, what is known about navigation on the Nile in terms of Old Nubian
vocabulary has already been presented and this material includes nothing that
points with certainty to warfare.

There exists, however, one title in Greek, namely ναυάρχης, for ναύαρχος,
meaning “admiral,” who has been already seen as the leader of the �eet
transporting goods and military units to the Makuritan fortresses.
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Furthermore, there should be no doubt that an “admiral” was always in existence
in Nubia, since we know of a “strategos of the water” from Meroitic times.  Now,

it has been shown in an early study of the titles and honori�c epithets from
Nubia that ναυάρχης, albeit of apparently Byzantine inspiration, was not the
preferred terminus technicus for a Byzantine “admiral,” but it was mainly to be
found in literary works.  Thus, it is worthwhile enquiring whether the
Makuritans did not make some bookish research in order to �nd the term that

they would use for their admiral, as it seems that they have done in other
occasions, like in the accumulation of terms for “king” in the renowned
Kudanbes inscription, which – rather unsurprisingly under this light – is one of
the places where the term ναυάρχης is being attested.

It would be di�cult to pronounce a set of conclusions from this study that aimed
primarily at assembling lexicographical data about warfare in Christian Nubia.
Previous research has already traced the outlines of the in�uence of Greek

terminology upon the way Nubians created their own titles and honori�c
epithets and there has not been found any new military terms or words of
weaponry that can be added to OND. However, new apprehension of a couple of
words on war was proposed here, while the revisiting of both literary and
documentary sources has o�ered a reappraisal of some others and the nuancing
of their contextualization against the background of the Makuritan Christian

kingdom, undoubtedly involved in wars along its history and across the classes of
its social strati�cation. Finally, it is perhaps the main contribution of this paper
to show the potential of teasing out information about neglected aspects of the
Nubian past from a careful and educated but also bold and imaginative reading of
the available material.
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